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Highlights 

  

 Chitosan-montmorillonite beads composites were synthesized 

 The key parameters that control the adsorption were determined 

 Clay mineral stabilized chitosan in acidic medium 

 Composites removed anionic dyes in acidic medium  

 The dye adsorption mechanism was understood via spectroscopic 

characterization 
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Abstract 

Chitosan/KSF-montmorillonite beads were prepared at 1-25% w/w ratios by reaction of 

the biopolymer and the clay mineral with sodium tripolyphosphate as crosslinking 

agent. The synthesized biocomposites were characterized by CHN elemental analysis, 

XRD (X-Ray diffraction), FTIR (Fourier transform infrared), 
13

C NMR (Nuclear 

magnetic resonance), thermogravimetry, SEM (Scanning electron microscopy), TEM 

(Transmission electron microscopy) and measurements of point of zero charge (pHpzc). 

The results suggested that hybrid materials were properly obtained and also their 

properties were improved compared to the pristine chitosan and montmorillonite. 

Further, the beads were evaluated in the adsorption of Remazol Blue under batch 

operations obtained for different conditions at pH (2-8), contact time (0-660 min) and 

dye concentration (100-1600 mg L
-1

). Kinetic and equilibrium sorption parameters were 

evaluated using pseudo- first and pseudo-second rate models and Langmuir and 

Freundlich equations. The results were promising and suggested that the sorbents can be 

applied for removing anionic dyes from wastewater even in acidic medium. 

 

 

Keywords:  Clay minerals; biopolymer; composites; wastewater; organic pollutants 
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1. Introduction  

 

 The presence of dyes in water is a serious environmental problem due their 

carcinogenic and mutagenic effects on aquatic life and also on human life [1, 2].  

           Dyes generally have a synthetic origin and a complex structure which ensures 

physico-chemical, thermal and optical stability due the presence of aromatic groups [3]. 

Therefore, the removal of dyes from waste effluents is widely focused and the various 

techniques studied, among them adsorption has been shown to be one of the most 

applicable technologies [4, 5]. Various adsorbents such as clay minerals [6-8]  and 

biopolymers such as chitosan [9]
  

have been used to remove different dyes from 

wastewater.  

 Chitosan (CS) is a natural polyaminosaccharide synthesized from the 

deacetylation of chitin, which is a polysaccharide consisting predominantly of 

unbranched chains of β-(1-4)2-acetoamido-2-deoxy-d-glucose [10]. The biopolymer is 

widely used because of its special characteristics such as abundance in nature, non-

toxicity, biocompatibility, biodegradability, hydrophilicity, antimicrobial activity and 

adsorption properties [11, 12]. Active sites as amino and hydroxyl groups on CS make it 

a good candidate to interact with anionic dyes [13].  Electrostatic interactions are 

reported to be involved in solid/liquid interface between protonated amino functions of 

the chitosan and the anionic groups of the dyes in solution. As consequence, this 

biopolymer has been widely studied in the removal of heavy metal cations and 

organopollutants from wastewater [14, 15]. However, the use of CS in adsorption is pH-

dependent because it is soluble or form gel under pH below than 4 [16]. The chemical 

modification of chitosan and its hybrid derivatives, as crosslinking by tripolyphosphate 

(TPP) for instance, improve its chemical and mechanical properties [17, 18]. Therefore, 

the synthesis of based-chitosan composites has presented a new approach to modify 
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various properties of this biopolymer, such as swelling/water adsorption [19] and 

mechanical/thermal performance [20, 21]. In addition, resulting composites have a high 

rigidity, low specific gravity and a higher resistance to corrosion and oxidation [22].  

 Various materials have been applied to prepare CS composites such as clay 

minerals because of their green and simple way of preparation and promising physical 

and chemical characteristics [23-27]. Among clay minerals, montmorillonite (Mt) is the 

most used in the smectite group 
 
[28, 29]. It is constituted of a hydrous layered 

aluminum silicate with exchangeable cations and active hydroxyl groups. The 

nanometer thick layers of Mt consist of aluminum octahedron sheet sandwiched 

between two silicon tetrahedron sheets. Isomorphic substitution of Al
3+

 with Mg
2+ 

in the 

octahedral sheets gives an overall negative charge, which is counterbalanced by cations 

(Na
+
, Ca

2+
, Mg

2+
 and Fe

n+
) located in the interlayer space [29-32]. Clay minerals are 

abundant in nature and consequently low cost. Their properties such as the high cation 

exchange capacity, the possibility of interlayer expansion and the large specific area, 

may provide greater versatility in the interaction and intercalation of bulky molecules 

such as CS into Mt [33-39]. Although montmorillonite shows good interaction with 

cationic dyes [34, 40], it usually displays low affinity for anionic dyes because its 

negatively charged surface [41, 42]. Therefore, the montmorillonite modification with 

polymers changes its physical and chemical properties and improves its affinity for 

anionic species [11, 27, 33].  However, a toxicological evaluation is always required to 

avoid potential human and environmental risks. Even though unmodified Mt has been 

reported to cause low cytotoxicity in many cell lines [43], chitosan/TPP and chitosan/Mt 

composites has also been described to decrease the toxicity of Mt and to increase some 

CS properties, such as antimicrobial activity, better cell proliferation and 
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biocompatibility [12]. Therefore, the CS-Mt composites are supposed to have very 

reduced toxicity. 

             In this perspective, the present investigation aimed to synthesize chitosan-

montmorillonite biocomposites beads using TPP as crosslinked agent with Mt w/w 

ratios of 1, 5, 15 and 25% in order to obtain new adsorbents applicable for Remazol 

blue removal from aqueous solution. The Remazol blue RN (1-amino-9,10-dioxo-4-[3-

(2-sulfonatooxietilsulfonil)aniline] anthracene-2-sulfonate, disodium) is an anionic dye 

widely applied in the textile industry, used as starting material to produce polymeric 

dyes [44] and is a toxic and recalcitrant organopollutants [45, 46]. The batch operations 

were evaluated at wide range of experimental conditions to investigate the effects of pH, 

contact time and the initial dye concentration on the sorption.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

 Montmorillonite-KSF was provided by Sigma-Aldrich, Germany. Chitosan (CS) 

with an average molecular weight (190-310 kD) and degree of deacetylation (DD) of 

78%, was donated by Primex Company, Iceland. Sodium tripolyphosphate (TPP) used 

as crosslinker was provided from Sigma-Aldrich, and Remazol Blue (RB, Reactive Blue 

19, C22H16N2Na2O11S3, M = 626.533 g mol
-1

, pKa = 10.2, Scheme 1) was supplied by 

the Dye Star Company, Brazil. NH4Cl, NaCl, acetic acid and AgNO3 (Vetec) with 

analytical grade were used without purification. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/search/#collection=compounds&query_type=mf&query=C22H16N2Na2O11S3&sort=mw&sort_dir=asc
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Scheme 1. Chemical structure of Remazol Blue RN. 

 

2.1. Preparation of sodium KSF (KSF-Na) 

Pristine montmorillonite-KSF was treated with a 0.1 mol dm
−3

 NaCl for 24 h at 

323 K as described previously [38]. The cation exchange capacity of the KSF-Na was 

60 cmol(+) Kg
-1 

[38].
 

2.2. Preparation of KSF-montmorillonite-chitosan beads 

 KSF-Na was suspended in 150 cm
3
 of deionized water and the suspension was 

mechanically stirred for 24 h without heating. The w/w percentages of Na-KSF were 1, 

5, 15 or 25% regarding the chitosan amount in the composite beads. To the clay 

suspension, 3.0 cm
3
 of acetic acid and 3.0 g of CS were added and stirred for 24 h at 

room temperature. The gel was dropped slowly in the m/v 10% TPP solution. The KSF-

CTS beads were matured for 24 h in the crosslinker solution, with distilled water up to 

neutral pH and dried at room temperature. 
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2.3. Dye removal  

 The influence of the pH on dye removal was investigated at the 2-8 pH range. 

Samples of 50 mg of the beads were then suspended in 20.0 cm
3
 dye solution at 500 mg 

L
-1

 and were maintained under agitation at 298 ± 1 K. The system was centrifuged and 

the residual dye concentration (Ce) was determined at 592 nm in a Shimadzu UV-Vis 

spectrometer, CBT-240 model. The amount of adsorbed dye was calculated by 

Equation 1, 

   
        

 
       (1) 

where Ci and Ce are the initial and equilibrium dye concentrations (mg L
-1

), V is the 

solution volume (L) and m is the mass of the solid (mg). 

  For the sorption kinetic study, the same procedure was followed for times until 

660 minutes at the optimal pH. 

 For the equilibrium isotherm, initial dye concentrations varied from 100 to 1600 

mg L
-1

, under optimum pH and established time.  

 To ensure reproducible measurement results, the adsorption experiments were 

carried out in triplicate. 

 

2.4. Characterizations 

 CHN elemental analyzes were performed at a Perkin-Elmer analyzer, PE Model 

2400.  XRD patterns of the powdered samples were performed using a Shimadzu 

XD3A diffractometer. FTIR spectra were collected with a Bomem MB-series 

spectrophotometer using KBr pellets. Thermogravimetric analysis was performed by a 

Shimadzu TGA-50H thermobalance. Surface morphology of samples was determined 

SEM in a JEOL JSTM-300 microscope. TEM was performed on a Philips CM 200 

microscope operating at 200 kV. 
13

C CP-MAS NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker 
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Avance 500 spectrometer operating at 125 MHz.  The point of zero charge (pHPZC) was 

determined after grinding the samples as previously described [47].  

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1. Characterization of chitosan-KSF hybrids 

 

3.1.1 Composition, structural, thermal and morphologic characterizations 

 

 CHN results (Table 1) were used to estimate the content of clay mineral in the 

composites (Details see Table SM 1, ES 1, Equations 2 to 5) and DDaverage once the 

crosslinking with TPP does not affect the quantity of acetylated and deacetylated units 

of the chitosan. In other words, the DD should not be affected in the various 

composites. The estimated values varied around 78 ± 2 in the composites. The pristine 

KSF-Na showed C<0.3% and N<0.05%. The carbon and nitrogen contents decreased 

proportionally with the increasing of KSF-Na in the composite. The experimental 

quantities of the clay mineral were in agreement with the proposal compositions (1, 5, 

15 and 25%) suggesting the clay mineral was totally incorporated in the beads. The 

quantities of organic groups (qN) in the composites were estimated based on nitrogen 

content and the high obtained values for all composites were in agreement with the 

amount of chitosan in the beads.  
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Table 1. CHN content for the pristine chitosan and their composites with KSF-Na, the 

quantity of organic groups on the solids (qN) and estimated degrees of deacetylation 

(DD) for chitosan. 

 

 

Sample C  H (%) N (%) qN (mmol g
-1

) DD (%) 

CS 38.29 ± 0.05 7.09 ± 0.13 6.84 ± 0.02 4.89 74 ± 1 

KSF-CTS-1% 38.08 ± 0.05 7.02 ± 0.07 6.88 ± 0.02 4.91 78 ± 2 

KSF-CTS-5% 36.09 ± 0.07 6.90 ± 0.01 6.54 ± 0.00 4.67 78 ± 1 

KSF-CTS-15% 33.09 ± 0.02 6.36 ± 0.01 5.95 ± 0.04 4.25 76 ± 2 

KSF-CTS-25% 29.30 ± 0.26 5.69 ± 0.06 5.36 ± 0.02 3.83 81 ± 4 

 

 

          The IR spectrum of KSF-Na (Figure 1i-a), showed hydroxyl stretching bands 

located at 3634 cm
-1

 assigned to M-OH stretching (M = Mg, Al) of the octahedral sheets 

and at 3446 cm
-1

 and 1645 cm
-1 

attributed to the stretching and bending vibrations of the 

hydroxyl groups of interlayer water, respectively [48, 49]. The bands between 1120 and 

470 cm
-1 

were associated to Si-O-Si stretching and Si-O-Al deformation, respectively 

[49, 50]. The characteristic Si-O asymmetric and symmetric stretchings appeared at 

1100 and 1040 cm
-1

, respectively [51-53], and the Si-O-Si deformation was detected at 

525 cm
-1 

[49]. The bands between 916 (Al2OH) and 840 cm
-1

 (AlMgOH) corresponded 

to the octahedral layer of the clay mineral and reflected the partial substitution of Al 

octahedral by Mg [49, 52]. The band at 631 cm
-1

 was associated to quartz [49, 53]. 
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 The infrared spectrum of chitosan (Figure 1i-b) showed characteristic bands at 

2920 and 2850 cm
-1

 assigned to C-H asymmetric and symmetric stretchings and a 

strong broad band around 3400 cm
-1

 assigned to the overlapping of O-H and N-H 

stretchings [54-56]. The band around 1655 cm
-1

 was associated with the NH stretching 

and the C=O axial stretching from residual amide [54, 56]. Other characteristic bands 

were observed at: 1558 cm
-1

, associated with NH3
+
 deformation [20, 27, 57], 1420 and 

1320 cm
-1

 which were assigned to the C-N axial deformations from –CH2 and amide III 

bands, respectively [55, 56]; and at 1380 cm
-1

 which was attributed to CH– deformation 

of methyl group in N-acetyl [55, 56]. Other bands were located at 1072 and 1029 cm
-1

, 

due to glucopyranosidic ring stretchings [56, 58]; 1153 cm
-1

, associated with beta-

glycosidic bond between carbons 1 and 4 and 890 cm
-1

 also associated with 

polysaccharide structure [10, 11, 34, 59].   

  The characteristic bands of both KSF-Na and CS were observed in the spectra 

of beads (Figure 1i-c-f). However, the displacement of N-H deformation band at 1558 

cm
-1

 for lower frequencies in the composites (1541 cm
-1

) suggested the interaction 

between the protonated amino groups of chitosan, TPP and the negative charge on the 

silicate layers [23, 33, 60, 61].  

Although there are several procedures to determine DDaverage for chitosan [62-

64], IR spectroscopy is widely used [56, 65]. Therefore, Equation 6 [66] was applied to 

determine DD for pure chitosan (CS): 

DD = 97.67 – [26.486(A1655/A3400)]     (6) 

 Thus, the DD value was 78 ± 1 for CS, in agreement with the estimated value by 

CHN. 

 KSF-Na diffraction patterns (Figure 1ii-a) presented characteristic reflection at 2θ 

= 6.29º, which was associated to the basal spacing (d001) of 1.40 nm. Although the basal 
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space has been reached a higher value than observed for montmorillonite around 1.2 nm 

[67-69], the same value was previously found [47, 70, 71], the higher value can be related 

to the acid treatment of raw KSF and the sodium exchange. Other characteristic peaks of 

montmorillonite occurred at 2θ ≅ 20 (d020 = 0.45 nm) and 35 (d006 = 0.26 nm). 

Impurities of muscovite and quartz were also detected.  
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Figure 1. i) Infrared spectra and ii)  for X-ray diffractograms for  (a) KSF-Na, (b) CS, 

(c) KSF-CTS-1%, (d) KSF-CTS-5%, (e) CTS-KSF-15% and (f) KSF-CTS-25%. Mt. 

montmorillonite; M, muscovite; Q, quartz; CS, chitosan. 

 

 

          The X-ray diffraction patterns of CS inferred about the efficiency of deacetylation 

of chitin and other preliminary steps that consists in the removal of minerals, primarily 

CaCO3. The characteristic diffraction peaks of CS appeared (Figure 1ii-b) at 2θ ≅ 10 

(d020 = 0.82 nm) and 2θ ≅ 20 (d110 = 0.45 nm) were assigned to the crystalline regions 

formed by hydrogen bonds between the amino and hydroxyl groups of the CS chains 

[17, 72]. The absence of reflection at 2θ ≅ 30 suggested CaCO3 removal in the 

demineralization of the precursor chitin [73]. 

       The XRD patterns of the composites showed characteristic peaks of both KSF-Na 

and CS (Figure 1ii-c-f). For all prepared beads, the patterns presented broad peaks with 

low degree of crystallinity as observed in other studies [34, 40]. The reflection at 2θ = 
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6.29º (d001) of montmorillonite almost disappeared, indicating highly disordered 

intercalated or probably exfoliated montmorillonite [20, 74]. Also only broad reflections 

of CS were observed with maintenance of the peak at 2θ ≅ 20° in all samples.  

 The reaction between KSF-CS gels in the TPP solution involves the electrostatic 

interactions between protonated amino groups of the CS and the negative TPP, which 

resulted in the gelatinous beads. Thus, SEM studies only provide the information 

concerning the general morphology of the chitosan-clay composite. The surface 

chitosan-clay beads remained non-porous and became more irregular or roughened with 

the increasing of the KSF content in the composites (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. SEM images for (a) KSF-CTS-1%, (b) KSF-CTS-5%, (c) KSF-CTS-15% and 

(d) KSF CTS-25%, at magnifications of 200x (i) and 1000x (ii). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
a-i a-ii 

a-i a-ii 

b-i b-ii 

c-i c-ii 

d-i d-ii 
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 In order to analyze the structural effects of adding KSF-Na in the prepared 

nanocomposites, TEM were performed. The TEM images (Figure 3) showed the 

typical lamellar structure of the KSF-Na (Figure 3-a), however exfoliated and separate 

phases coexisted in the resultant composites (Figure 3-b-e). These data corroborate the 

changes seen in the XRD patterns of the composites. Other studies related to chitosan-

clay composites in powder form concluded the simultaneous formation of exfoliated 

and intercalated forms [20, 75, 76].  
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Figure 3. TEM images for (a) KSF-Na, (b) KSF-CTS-1%, (c) KSF-CTS-5%, (d) KSF-

CTS-15% and (e) KSF-CTS- 25%. 

 

 The 
13

C CP-MAS spectrum of pristine chitosan (Figure 4) presents characteristic 

signals at 105, 58, 83 and 61 ppm, assigned to the C1, C2, C4, C6 carbon atoms of the 

ring, respectively [49, 64]. Additionally, the signal at 76 ppm was related to C3 and C5 

carbon atoms of the chitosan. The signals at 24 and 175 ppm were associated with the 

remaining methyl and carbonyl groups due the incomplete deacetylation of the chitin 

[62, 77]. The same signals were observed in the composites suggesting that the 

chemical structure of the chitosan was maintained [23, 78, 79]. 
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Figure 4. 
13

C NMR spectra for (a) CS, (b) KSF-CTS-1%, (c) KSF-CTS-5%, (d) KSF-

CTS-15% and (e) KSF-CTS-25%. 
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3.1.2. Point of zero charge (pHPCZ) 

  KSF-Na surface is negatively charged in aqueous solution due to isomorphous 

substitutions of Al
3+

 for Si
4+

 in the tetrahedral layer and Mg
2+

 for Al
3+

 in the octahedral 

layer on montmorillonite [11, 80], (See Figure SM 1-a). 

 The isoelectric point of the CS was close to neutral (pH 6.5) (Figure SM 1-b). In 

acidic solution, the chitosan amino groups are protonated by H
+
 by the solution, which 

increases the pH [81]. The alkaline solution, the amino groups of chitosan are 

deprotonated, resulting in an excess of negative surface charge [82, 83].  

          In the KSF-Na/CTS composites, the pHPCZ was more negative at lower pH as the 

KSF was added to beads, which indicated better chemical stability at acid medium. In 

fact, CS is soluble at pH lower than 4 forming gel, partially soluble at pH 4-6 and stable 

at pH higher than 6. CTS and KSF-CTS-1% were partially soluble at pH lower than 4 

and stable at pH equal or higher than 4. The composites with 5-25% of KSF-Na became 

partially soluble at pH < 3 and stable at pH ≥ 3. These results indicated that the presence 

of the KSF-Na in the beads promoted a higher resistance to the dissolution of chitosan 

in acidic conditions. 

 

3.2. Anionic dye removal study 

3.2.1. Effect of pH solution 

 It is well-established that pH influences the adsorption of a given specie due to the 

variation of charges between the adsorbed species and the surface of the adsorbent [18, 

59, 82, 84]. As UV-Vis spectrum is influenced by the solvent [85, 86], the behavior of 

dye at pH 3 to 8 was monitored (See Figure SM 2). Characteristics bands were 

observed in the UV-Vis spectra with partial overlap of two well-resolved bands between 

450-700 nm, assigned to the π→π* and n→π* transitions of the dye [85].  
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 In order to check the optimum pH for adsorption, the process was monitored at 

the pH range of 2-8 (Figure 5). The RB sorption onto the beads was pH-dependent, 

which the maximum uptake of RB was achieved at pH 3. At lower pH, the primary 

amino groups of the CS and KSF-CTS composites beads become protonated (–NH3
+
) 

and the surface of the beads became positively charged [86-88]. Simultaneously, 

sulfonate groups of the dye  (Dye—SO3Na) were dissociated in an aqueous solution 

(Dye—SO3
-
) [88]. Therefore, electrostatic interactions were favorable between the 

positively charged surface and the anionic RB dye at pH 3. This implies that strong 

electrostatic attraction is the dominant role for uptake of RB dye onto the given 

adsorbents, which can be favor the possible reuse of the adsorbents after RB desorption 

in alkaline medium.  

             Although the CS presented sorption capacity equivalent to the prepared 

composites, they proved to be inadequate to the sorption process when the pH is lower 

than 3.0 due to their partial dissolution, which results in loss of the adsorbent during the 

process. Moreover, no significant interactions occurred between KSF-Na and RB in the 

pH studied.   

 

 

 

Figure 5. pH effect over Remazol blue adsorption for (a) CS, (b) KSF-CTS-1%, (c) 

KSF-CTS- 5%, (d) CTS-KSF-15% and (e) KSF-CTS-25% samples at 500 mg L
-1

, 24 h 

and 298  K. In order to provide a better visualization, the Y axis data were divided in 

1.0, 1.1, 1.4, 1.8 and 2.4 times for the samples a-e, respectively. 
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Figure 5. pH effect over Remazol blue adsorption for (a) CS, (b) KSF-CTS-1%, (c) 

KSF-CTS- 5%, (d) CTS-KSF-15% and (e) KSF-CTS-25% samples at 500 mg L
-1

, 24 h 

and 298  K. In order to provide a better visualization, the Y axis data were divided in 

1.0, 1.1, 1.4, 1.8 and 2.4 times for the samples a-e, respectively. 

 

3.2.2. Effects of time on adsorption  

  The time isotherms are required for the preliminary study of the adsorptive 

process because they provide information about the kinetic for complete interaction to 

the surface of the adsorbent. Chitosan and composites were used with a 500 mg L
-1

 dye 

solution, under pre-determined pH previously obtained (Figure 6). Although time 

isotherms for RB dye reached equilibrium at 480 min for the prepared composites 

beads, it can be seen that at least 77% (160 mg g
-1

) of dye have been removed for all 

compositions at 240 min. Similar results were found for other based-chitosan materials 

[11, 40, 89-91], i.e. Mirmohseni, Seyed Dorraji, Figoli and Tasselli [91] reached a RB 
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dye removal efficiency around 80% at 240 min and pH 3.5 into chitosan hollow fibers 

biosorbents. 

 

Figure 6. Time effect over Remazol blue removal for (a) CS, (b) KSF-CTS-1%, (c) 

KSF-CTS-5%, (d) KSF -CTS-15% and (e) CTS-KSF-25% at 500 mg L
-1

, pH 3  and 298  

K. In order to provide a better visualization, the Y axis data were divided in 1.0, 1.1, 

1.4, 1.8 and 2.4 times for the samples a-e, respectively. 

 

      The experimental data were fitted to pseudo-first order [92] and pseudo-second 

order models [93], as described the Equations 7 and 8, 

  t
k

qqq ete
303.2

loglog 1
        (7) 

Where qe and qt are the amount of adsorbed dyes in equilibrium and at a time t and k1 is 

the constant pseudo-first-order rate.  

                                                
eet q

t

qkq

t


2

2

1 
     (8) 

Where k2 is the rate constant of pseudo-first order rate. 
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 The results indicated that adsorption fitted well with the pseudo-second kinetic 

model with a high value of coefficient of determination (R
2
) and a close agreement 

between experimental and estimated qe values (Figures SM 3, SM 4 and Table 2). It is 

known that the rate-limiting step for this model is the sorption mechanism involving 

chemisorption. Although passive diffusion agree with the time found to reach 

equilibrium in the isotherms, some other reaction mechanism may also been involved in 

the removal of the present dye. In addition, the rate constant (k2) was affected by the 

KSF content in composites, which faster adsorption kinetics were observed for the 

composites with higher KSF quantity. Other chitosan-clay composites showed the same 

behavior for dyes removal [27, 94-96].  

 

Table 2 - Kinetic parameters for the Remazol blue adsorption on chitosan samples and 

its composites with KSF-Na, according to the models of pseudo-first order and pseudo-

second order at 500 mg L
-1

, pH 3 and 298 ± 1 K. 

 

Sample 

CS KSF-CTS-1% KSF-CTS-5% KSF-CTS-15% KSF-CTS-25% 

qe (exp) 201.61 ± 0.482 205.32 ± 0.817 210 ± 0.436 212.79 ± 0.380 208.98 ± 0.430 

Pseudo-first order model 

 

   qe (teor.) 18.48 172.79 157.36 182.19 164.87 

k1 7.92 10
-3

 1.41 10
-3

 3.98 10
-3

 1.17 10
-2

 6.26 10
-3

 

R
2
 0.5481 0.9658 0.3624 0.8612 0.9794 

Pseudo-second order model 

    

qe (teor.) 195.31 201.04 218.34 217.89 214.67 

k2 1.29 10
-2

 2.57 10
-5

 4.18 10
-5

 7.45 10
-5

 5.61 10
-5

 

R
2
 0.9979 0.9782 0.9946 0.9968 0.9962 
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3.2.3. Effect of the dye concentration 

 The equilibrium isotherms for RB are presented in Figure 7.  Although KSF does 

not present any affinity to RB due to its negatively surface, the qe values were varied 

between 289 to 310 mg g
-1

 and suggest that the composition of the composites applied 

did not highly affect the adsorption capacity of the composites. According to literature 

dye adsorption on based chitosan/montmorillonite materials was influenced by the 

ratios of chitosan to clay mineral [23, 30, 34, 88]. In the present study, based on CHN 

results, the lower quantity of chitosan in the beads was 3.83 mmol g
-1

 in the KSF-CTS-

25%, which value is seven times higher than the maximum dye removal in the 

composite (310 mg g
-1

 or 0.5 mmol g
-1

).  

           Furthermore, the increase of the KSF amount in the prepared composites has 

contributed to obtain a low-cost adsorbent for anionic dye with a higher resistance in 

acidic solutions. Other point is the facility of separation of the beads after adsorption.             
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Figure 7. Effect of the dye initial concentration on Remazol blue sorption for (a) CS, 

(b) KSF-CTS-1%, (c) KSF-CTS-5% (d) KSF-CTS-15% and (e) CTS-KSF-25% at 100-

1600 mg L
-1

, pH 3 and 298 K. In order to provide a better visualization, the Y axis data 

were divided in 1.0, 1.1, 1.4, 1.8 and 2.4 times for the samples a-e, respectively. 

 

          The data were adjusted to Langmuir [97] and Freundlich models (Details see 

Figure SM 5)  [98]. The Langmuir (Equation 9) model was applied for describing the 

adsorption data: 

      
maxmax

1

bqq

C

q

C e

e

e        (9) 

 

where Ce is the concentration of dye in equilibrium; qe is the amount of adsorbed dye at 

the solid/liquid interface and qmax is the monolayer adsorption capacity of the adsorbent, 

both in terms of quantity of material by mass of function; b is the Langmuir adsorption 

constant associated with adsorption energy. 

 The Freundlich model [98] is based on the heterogeneity or non-uniformity of 

sites on solid and the multilayer adsorption and is expressed as Equation 10, 

eFe C
n

kq ln
1

lnln 
          (10)   

where kF and 1/n are empirical parameters of the Freundlich model. kF is the adsorption 

constant, related to the binding energy, and 1/n is connected to the heterogeneity of the 

solid surface. The parameter n is a measure of the deviation from linearity of the 

adsorption and indicates the degree of non-linearity between the solution concentration 

and adsorption.   

           The resulted parameters are summarized in Table 3. Langmuir model showed 

higher R
2
 than Freundlich model for the prepared composites and qmax closed to qe 
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values and exhibited an adsorption capacity around 310 mg g
-1

 for RB removal, 

suggesting the monolayer of the anionic dye on composites and that chemisorptions is 

the principal mechanism of interaction between the anionic dye and (–NH3
+
) protonated 

surface of the beads.   

 

Table 3 - Adsorption isotherms parameters for the Remazol blue on chitosan samples 

and their composites with KSF-Na, according to the models of Langmuir and 

Freundlich at 100-1600 mg L
-1

, pH 3 and 298 ± 1 K. 

 

Model 

Sample 

CS KSF-CTS-1% KSF-CTS-5% KSF-CTS-15% KSF-CTS-25% 

Langmuir 

     

qe (mg g
-1

) 308.34 ± 0.487 289.69 ± 0.890 306.18 ± 0.683 309.18 ± 0.493 310.73 ± 0.556 

qmax (mg g
-1

) 300.30 290.70 334.78 308.64 308.64 

b (dm g
-1

) 0.2502 0.0606 0.1544 0.1192 0.1528 

R
2
 0.9994 0.9979 0.9981 0.9979 0.9995 

Freündlich 

     

Kf 7.5254 6.5914 7.7302 6.7924 6.3934 

n 6.8451 4.9848 7.7302 4.3630 3.8319 

R
2
 0.4827 0.9522 0.7237 0.4399 0.6230 
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          Adsorption capacities of RB dye into clay minerals (39.0 mg g
−1

)
 
[47], carbon 

nanotubes functionalized (211.0 mg g
−1

) [99], chitosan-oil palm composite (423.5 mg g
-

1
) [100] and chitosan hollow fibers composites (454.5 mg g

-1
) [91] are reported in the 

literature (Table 4) and  demonstrated that all prepared composites in the present work 

had a good efficiency to RB uptake from wastewater. 

 

Table 4. Dye removal capacities of the chitosan-montmorillonite composites reported in 

this paper with similar adsorbents. 

Adsorbent Dye 
Concentration of 

dye       (mg L
-1

) 

Adsorption 

capacity  (mg 

g
-1

) 

Chitosan Remazol Blue RN 1700 308* 

Chitosan-modified palygorskite Reactive Red 120 140 71
94

 

Chitosan-Organically modified 

Nanoclay (Cloisite30B) 
Reactive dyes RR-141 1000 443

95
 

Chitosan-Organically modified 

Nanoclay (Cloisite30B) 
Reactive dyes RB-21 1000 490

95
 

Chitosan/Bentonite cross-linked 

with glutaraldehyde 
Amido Black 10B 550 324

96
 

Chitosan/MMT membrane Bezactiv Orange 80 279
23

 

Chitosan/montmorillonite-1% 

cross-linked with TPP 
Remazol Blue RN 1700 290* 

Chitosan/montmorillonite-5%  

cross-linked with TPP 
Remazol Blue RN 1700 306* 

Chitosan/montmorillonite-15%  

cross-linked with TPP 
Remazol Blue RN 1700 309* 

Chitosan/montmorillonite-25%  

cross-linked with TPP 
Remazol Blue RN 1700 310* 

*Present work 
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3.3. Characterization of chitosan-KSF-anionic dye hybrids  

 

The post-adsorption samples presented some modifications in FTIR spectra 

(Figure SM 6-i). The strong and broader O-H and N-H groups overlapped stretching 

bands, originally at 3425 cm
−1

 in pristine composites, became sharper and shifted to 

3437 cm
−1

 due to the presence of these groups from the RB sorption. The characteristic 

bands for the dye (1624, 1591, 1529 and 1408 cm
-1

) [101]  can overlapped with the 

composites structural bands. The band corresponding to ⱱs (Dye-SO3) appears at 1192 

cm
-1

. Moreover, the band at 1558 cm
-1

 (in CS and KSF-CTS) assigned to –NH3
+
 shifted 

to 1578 cm
-1

 for KSF-CTS-RB composites indicating a possible interaction between the 

-NH3
+
 groups and the basic sites of the dye.  

The XRD patterns of the samples after RB adsorption (Figure SM 6-ii) showed 

similar reflections than those observed for montmorillonite and chitosan, suggesting the 

dye accommodation on surface of the beads.  

The UV-Vis spectrum for KSF-Na showed an absorption band centered on 260 

nm [102, 103] and for chitosan two bands, a broad one at 300 nm and a sharp one at 

400 nm (Figure SM 7) [104, 105]. The spectra of the chitosan-KSF/dye hybrids 

presented new broad band at around 600 nm associated probably with the bathochromic 

effect of the original absorption of the free dye at 543 nm. 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

 Beads chitosan/-montmorillonite-KSF at 1, 5, 15 and 25% w/w proportions were 

prepared using sodium tripolyphosphate as crosslinker. XRD, FTIR and SEM results 

highlighted the interactions between the biopolymer and the clay mineral leading to a 

hybrid composite with better adsorption properties for the anionic dye. TEM showed 
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co-existence of separated phases and exfoliated structures. Measurements of the zero 

charge potential (pHZCP) suggested that isoelectric point shifted to lower pH with the 

increasing of montmorillonite content, which extends the application at more acidic 

medium. 

 The optimal conditions for the removal of Remazol Blue-RN from aqueous 

solution were pH 3 during 480 min. The processes were followed pseudo-second order 

kinetics, with the rate constant dependent on montmorillonite content in the composites. 

The equilibrium isotherms indicated that the Remazol blue sorption capacity was 

substantially independent of clay mineral content in the beads. 

 Thus, the prepared composites showed better adsorption properties than pure 

montmorillonite with maximum dye removal of 310 mg g
-1

 for the composite prepared 

with 25% of montmorillonite.  

         This study demonstrated that chitosan/KSF beads can be applied as versatile 

bioadsorbent for anionic dyes removal from solution in a wide range of pH and 

especially in acidic medium where the chitosan is soluble. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 

Table SM1. Quantities of chitosan and KSF-Na on the beads based on CHN data 

Figure SM1. Zero charge point measurements for the samples of (a) KSF-Na, (b) CS, 

(c) KSF-CTS-1%, (d) KSF-CTS-5%, (e) KSF-CTS 15% and (f) KSF-CTS-25%. 

Figure SM2. Molecular absorption spectra of Remazol Blue at 15 mg L
-1

 from different 

pHs at room temperature. 

Figure SM3. Adjustment sorption data applied to the models of (i) pseudo-first and (ii) 

pseudo-second order for Remazol blue kinetics on (a) CS, (b) KSF CTS-1%, (c) KSF-

CTS-5%, (d) KSF-CTS-15% and (e) CTS-KSF-25% 500 mg L
-1

, pH 3  and 298 ± 1 K. 

Figure SM4. Adjustment of the Remazol blue sorption isotherms applied to Langmuir 

adsorption model for the samples (a) CS, (b) KSF-CTS-1%, (c) KSF-CTS-5%, (d) KSF-

CTS-15% and (e) CTS-KSF-25% at 100-1600 mg L
-1

, pH 3 and 298 K ± 1 K. 

Figure SM5. Adjustment of the Remazol blue sorption isotherms applied to Freundlich 

model for the samples (a) CS, (b) KSF-CTS-1%, (c) KSF-CTS-5%, (d) KSF-CTS-15% 

and (e) CTS-KSF-25% at 100-1600 mg L
-1

, pH 3 and 298 K ± 1 K. 

Figure SM6. i) Infrared absorption spectra and ii) XRD patterns for the samples after 

dye sorption (a) CS, (b) KSF-CTS-1%/RB, (c) KSF-CTS-5%/RB, (d) CTS-KSF-

15%/RB, (e) KSF-CTS-25%/RB and (f) RB dye. Abbreviations: Mt. montmorillonite; 

M, muscovite; Q, quartz; Qt, chitosan. 

Figure SM7. UV-Visible solid spectra for the samples (a) CS, (b) KSF-Na, (c) RB, (d) 

CS-RB, (e) KSF-CTS-1%-RB, (f) KSF, CTS-5%-RB, (g) KSF-CTS-15%-RB and (h) 

KSF-CTS-25%-RB. 

 


